
Annual Evaluation

RN-Acute Care

Position Code: 275-6116-2107

Employee Name: Bethany Perry

Employee Number: XXXX20228

Department: 275-6116-4 South

I have received and reviewed this Annual Evaluation at a meeting dated 08/08/2011.

Manager Comments:

Bethany is customer service oreinted, a team player, and highly motivated. She displays a positive attitude and her work
ethics are to be emulated.  

Employee Reviewed: Bethany Perry  Reviewer: Sabra Strickland  Document Date: 08/08/2011

Employee Signature: _________________________________

Date: _______________________

Annual Evaluation Process

My signature acknowledges that I (the employee) have reviewed the completed evaluation, but does not necessarily imply agreement to the evaluation.

JOB STANDARD

Job Standard Weight

1. Assesses, plans, evaluates, and implements nursing care on patients in order to properly care for patients. 15.00%

Performance Expectation Score Comments

1.1 Able to assess and reassess patients as needed per policy standard and develop a
plan of care that is consistent with the medical and nursing diagnoses. Outstanding Assures current nursing care plans are developed

according to medical and nursing diagnosis 

1.2 Able to customize a plan of care to include specific problems and needs in the
developmental stage of the patient. Successful

1.3 Involve patient/family in discharge planning, teaching needs, with measurable
outcomes are included in a plan of care. Successful

1.4 Able to administer medications and treatments per hospital standard and
without error. Successful

1.5 Able to revise a plan of care as patient's condition and needs change and as
input from other health care providers and family members is received. Outstanding Reviews the nursing assesment and assures the

nursing care plans are based on the assessment 

1.6 Able to perform EKG's and specimen collection according to policy and
procedure. Successful Unable to perform EKG 

1.7 Able to demonstrate collaboration and negotiation skills in meeting patient
needs in concert with physician and other members of the health care team. Outstanding Has collaborative relationship with physician.

Reports all pertinent information 

Total Points Divided By Number of
Performance Expectation = Score

(Rounded to nearest hundredth)

24 / 7 = 3.43
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Additional Department Job Standard
(please describe)

Achieved
(Yes/No)

*Written comments:

JOB STANDARD

Job Standard Weight

2. Receives and communicates information in order to keep patients/families and members of the healthcare team up to date. 15.00%

Performance Expectation Score Comments

2.1 Documents assessments, assignments, resolution of planned goals, and nursing care as per
policy and procedures. Nursing assessment and the nursing diagnosis is documented at least
once every 24 hours. Information is accurate and legible on appropriate chart forms.

Outstanding Adequate nursing assesement and
domentation performed appropriately 

2.2 Documents crisis situations before end of shift including patient condition preceding, during
and after the crisis, as well as medications and treatments provided. Successful

2.3 Communicates shift reports accurately reflecting patient status and needs in order of priority
at the beginning and ending of each shift and upon patient transfer. Successful

2.4 Greets patients/families in a friendly, professional manner, utilizing the AIDET/GEST
format. Outstanding

Greets and interacts with patients,
family, vistiors, and guests in a
courteous and respectful manner 

2.5 Participates in and attend at least 50% of the staff meetings in order to be better informed.
Successful

Attends inservices and present and
presentation and complete mandatory
education 

Total Points Divided By Number of
Performance Expectation = Score

(Rounded to nearest hundredth)

17 / 5 = 3.40

Additional Department Job Standard
(please describe)

Achieved
(Yes/No)

*Written comments:

JOB STANDARD

Job Standard Weight

3. Coordinates patient care and unit activities in order to best take care of patients and their needs. 15.00%

Performance Expectation Score Comments

3.1 Consults appropriate hospital department or external agency to satisfy patient's
immediate and discharge needs quickly and cost effectively. Uses professional
customer service protocol.

Successful

3.2 Provides pertinent and timely information to all members of the nursing team and
the multi disciplinary patient care team. Outstanding Demonstrates an ownership attitude when

empowering hospital resources 

3.3 Provides discharge plan and referrals based on an accurate assessment of the
parent/guardians' abilities. Successful

3.4 Able to assume the lead nurse role as delegated.
Outstanding

Oversees the actions of subordinates and give
assistance as needed to ensure taks is performed
correctly 

Total Points Divided By Number of
Performance Expectation = Score

(Rounded to nearest hundredth)

14 / 4 = 3.50
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Additional Department Job Standard
(please describe)

Achieved
(Yes/No)

*Written comments:

JOB STANDARD

Job Standard Weight

4. Provides teaching and guidance to patient, parents/guardians and staff members in order to enhance better understanding of medical
condition.

10.00%

Performance Expectation Score Comments

4.1 Able to customize a teaching plan to address specific individual needs and level of
understanding of patient, parents/guardians and staff members. Successful

4.2 Assists new staff members in orientation by instructing them on basic nursing care and
hospital and department policies and procedures. Outstanding Facilitates orientation of new employees and

serves as a mentor to all staff 

4.3 Able to evaluate a teaching plan for effectiveness and altered as necessary. Successful

Total Points Divided By Number of
Performance Expectation = Score

(Rounded to nearest hundredth)

10 / 3 = 3.33

Additional Department Job Standard
(please describe)

Achieved
(Yes/No)

*Written comments:

JOB STANDARD

Job Standard Weight

5. Maintains equipment and supplies and organizes work area in order to be efficient and productive. 5.00%

Performance Expectation Score Comments

5.1 Maintains only necessary supplies in patient rooms, keeping them free and clear of inappropriate
equipment. Outstanding

Manages unit opration to
include maintenance of a clean
unit 

5.2 Ensures patient equipment and supplies (i.e., telephone, water, call light) are within easy reach. Successful

5.3 Maintains par levels of emergency equipment and supplies in department at all times. Notifies
appropriate personnel in a timely manner of equipment malfunctions; obtains new equipment to
maintain consistency of prescribed patient care and treatment.

Successful

5.4 Utilizes supplies in a cost effective manner by minimizing waste and charging all supplies to correct
patient. Successful

Total Points Divided By Number of
Performance Expectation = Score

(Rounded to nearest hundredth)

13 / 4 = 3.25

Additional Department Job Standard
(please describe)

Achieved
(Yes/No)

*Written comments:
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ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Total Weight 40%

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Weight

1. Courtesy - Our reputation is determined by our behavior and actions and that our work must be done with the intent of delighting our
customers by exceeding their expectations.

5.71%

Performance Expectation

N/A
Not

Applicable

Unsatisfactory
Does Not

Meet
Standards
(1 points)*

Needs
Improvement
Meets some
standards
but not all
(2 points)

Successful
Meet

Standards
(3 points)

Outstanding
Often

Exceeds
Standards
(4 points)

Comments

1.1 Greets every customer using GESTT
(Greet, Eye Contact, Smile, Take,
Thank you). Makes sure everyone at
Columbus Regional feels welcome.

X

  Greets and interacts with
patients, family, visitors, and
guests in a courteous and
respectful manner

1.2 Displays a positive attitude, smiles,
friendly and courteous, says "please"
and "thank you".

X

1.3 Listens carefully, does not interrupt
and gives others full attention in
order to understand their ideas and
needs.

X

  Actions reflect excellent
understanding of customer
service

1.4 Protects the privacy of patients such
as vacating elevators and allowing
them to enter and exit first, whenever
possible.

X

Total Points Divided By Number of
Performance Expectation = Score

(Rounded to nearest hundredth)

14 / 4 = 3.50

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Total Weight 40%

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Weight

2. Respect - We must always treat each other with dignity and respect. We must never compromise our integrity. 5.71%

Performance Expectation

N/A
Not

Applicable

Unsatisfactory
Does Not

Meet
Standards
(1 points)*

Needs
Improvement
Meets some
standards
but not all
(2 points)

Successful
Meet

Standards
(3 points)

Outstanding
Often

Exceeds
Standards
(4 points)

Comments

2.1 Treats each person with courtesy and respect
by always being considerate of one another's
feelings and opinions.

X
  Considerate of
co-workers feelings

2.2 Uses a professional and respectful tone of
voice in order to promote positive
relationships.

X
  Exhibits a positve
disposition

2.3 Has compassion and empathy for every patient
and team member, regardless of individual and
cultural differences.

X

2.4 Respects our environment. [For example,
keeping all public areas clean and free of
clutter].

X
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Total Points Divided By Number of
Performance Expectation = Score

(Rounded to nearest hundredth)

14 / 4 = 3.50

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Total Weight 40%

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Weight

3. Responsiveness - We should not only respond to the needs and requests of our customers but also proactively anticipate them. Each need
must be taken seriously and handled empathetically to ensure that the perceptions of the appropriateness of our actions are positive.

5.71%

Performance Expectation

N/A
Not

Applicable

Unsatisfactory
Does Not

Meet
Standards
(1 points)*

Needs
Improvement
Meets some
standards
but not all
(2 points)

Successful
Meet

Standards
(3 points)

Outstanding
Often

Exceeds
Standards
(4 points)

Comments

3.1 Responds to requests in a timely manner
and/or within the guidelines established in
the department, if applicable.

X

3.2 Resolve issues or facilitates resolution of
issues brought to the employees attention in
a timely manner and/or within the
guidelines established in the department, if
applicable.

X

3.3 Responds to needs/requests with sensitivity
to culture, age, gender and disabilities.

X

  Actions reflect
excellent
understanding of
needs/requests
of
patients/family

Total Points Divided By Number of
Performance Expectation = Score

(Rounded to nearest hundredth)

10 / 3 = 3.33

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Total Weight 40%

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Weight

4. Communication - We encourage open communication that is courteous, respectful and appropriate in our environment. 5.71%

Performance Expectation

N/A
Not

Applicable

Unsatisfactory
Does Not

Meet
Standards
(1 points)*

Needs
Improvement
Meets some
standards
but not all
(2 points)

Successful
Meet

Standards
(3 points)

Outstanding
Often

Exceeds
Standards
(4 points)

Comments

4.1 Uses the AIDET (Acknowledge,
Introduce, Duration, Explanation and
Thank you) process for
communicating with everyone at
Columbus Regional.

X

4.2 Communicates with clarity and
professionalism both orally
(face-to-face or by telephone) and in
writing (correspondence or email) in
order to convey ideas and
information.

X

  Uses effective communication
skills when interacting with
co-workers, other hospital
personnel, phyisican,
superviors, and outside agencies
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4.3 Anticipates, acknowledges,
apologizes and make amends if a
customer's expectations are not met.

X

Total Points Divided By Number of
Performance Expectation = Score

(Rounded to nearest hundredth)

10 / 3 = 3.33

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Total Weight 40%

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Weight

5. Teamwork - We can achieve better results collectively than individually. Working together and being accountable to each other strengthens
our commitment to excellence.

5.71%

Performance Expectation

N/A
Not

Applicable

Unsatisfactory
Does Not

Meet
Standards
(1 points)*

Needs
Improvement
Meets some
standards
but not all
(2 points)

Successful
Meet

Standards
(3 points)

Outstanding
Often

Exceeds
Standards
(4 points)

Comments

5.1 Makes new team members feel
welcome and part of the team. X

  Contributes to thework of a
successful team.
Demonstrates traits for others
to emulate

5.2 Offers help without being asked and
asks for help, if it is needed. X

5.3 Supports team members such as with
accomplishing tasks, providing
resources or during difficult times.

X
  Serves as a mentor to all
staff. Takes responsibility for
coach and mentor new staff

5.4 Promotes cooperation among staff in
order to ensure a collaborative,
positive work environment and stamp
out negativity.

X

Total Points Divided By Number of
Performance Expectation = Score

(Rounded to nearest hundredth)

14 / 4 = 3.50

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Total Weight 40%

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Weight

6. Professionalism - We are committed to ethics, values, and personal standards of performance. As professionals, we embody character,
attitude, excellence, competency and ethical conduct.

5.71%

Performance Expectation

N/A
Not

Applicable

Unsatisfactory
Does Not

Meet
Standards
(1 points)*

Needs
Improvement
Meets some
standards
but not all
(2 points)

Successful
Meet

Standards
(3 points)

Outstanding
Often

Exceeds
Standards
(4 points)

Comments

6.1 Avoids personal conversations on a cell
phone and/or with my co-workers when
providing patient care or other customer
service.

X

6.2 Dresses professionally appropriate to the
work environment. Wears employee badge at

X   Wear appropriate
uniform in the
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collar level. appropriate color

6.3 Demonstrates professional and appropriate
behavior at all times. X

Total Points Divided By Number of
Performance Expectation = Score

(Rounded to nearest hundredth)

10 / 3 = 3.33

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Total Weight 40%

ORGANIZATIONAL STANDARD Weight

7. Continuous Improvement - We recognize that there is always room for improvement; everything we do is a process that can be reviewed,
refined and/or standardized.

5.71%

Performance Expectation

N/A
Not

Applicable

Unsatisfactory
Does Not

Meet
Standards
(1 points)*

Needs
Improvement
Meets some
standards
but not all
(2 points)

Successful
Meet

Standards
(3 points)

Outstanding
Often

Exceeds
Standards
(4 points)

Comments

7.1 Takes responsibility for offering
suggestions to improve processes and
systems that can enhance quality and
service.

X

7.2 Takes responsibility for personal mistakes
and use them as learning opportunities. X

  Demonstrates
ownership attitude for
personal mistakes

Total Points Divided By Number of
Performance Expectation = Score

(Rounded to nearest hundredth)

7 / 2 = 3.50

SUMMARY

Job Standard Score X Weight =

Rating
(Round to the

nearest
thousandth)

1 Assesses, plans, evaluates, and implements nursing care on patients in order to properly care for patients. 3.43 X 0.1500 = 0.514

2 Receives and communicates information in order to keep patients/families and members of the healthcare
team up to date.

3.40 X 0.1500 = 0.510

3 Coordinates patient care and unit activities in order to best take care of patients and their needs. 3.50 X 0.1500 = 0.525

4 Provides teaching and guidance to patient, parents/guardians and staff members in order to enhance better
understanding of medical condition.

3.33 X 0.1000 = 0.333

5 Maintains equipment and supplies and organizes work area in order to be efficient and productive. 3.25 X 0.0500 = 0.163

Total Weight for all Job Standard must equal 60% Subtotal = 2.045

Organizational Standard Score X Weight =

Rating
(Round to the

nearest
thousandth)

1 Courtesy - Our reputation is determined by our behavior and actions and that our work must be done with the
intent of delighting our customers by exceeding their expectations.

3.50 X 0.0571 = 0.200

2 Respect - We must always treat each other with dignity and respect. We must never compromise our integrity. 3.50 X 0.0571 = 0.200

3 3.33 X 0.0571 = 0.190
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Responsiveness - We should not only respond to the needs and requests of our customers but also proactively
anticipate them. Each need must be taken seriously and handled empathetically to ensure that the perceptions
of the appropriateness of our actions are positive.

4 Communication - We encourage open communication that is courteous, respectful and appropriate in our
environment.

3.33 X 0.0571 = 0.190

5 Teamwork - We can achieve better results collectively than individually. Working together and being
accountable to each other strengthens our commitment to excellence.

3.50 X 0.0571 = 0.200

6 Professionalism - We are committed to ethics, values, and personal standards of performance. As professionals,
we embody character, attitude, excellence, competency and ethical conduct.

3.33 X 0.0571 = 0.190

7 Continuous Improvement - We recognize that there is always room for improvement; everything we do is a
process that can be reviewed, refined and/or standardized.

3.50 X 0.0571 = 0.200

Subtotal = 1.371

Job Standard Rating
Subtotal + Organizational Standard Rating

Subtotal = Overall Rating

2.045 + 1.371 = 3.417

Bethany Perry

GOALS

Employee Goals Supporting Activities Time Frame

To study and prepare for the National Medical-Surgical
Certification Examination.

Medical-Surgical Certification examination prep classes offered
by Columbus Regional.

The next available
exam date.

ACTION PLAN

Performance Improvement Action Required Due Date Outcome

Audit Trail

Change Status To On By

END Annual Evaluation END
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